Indian Cancer Society is committed in its fight against cancer, since 1953 under the leadership of our founder secretary Dr. D. J. Jussawalla.

Dr. D. J. Jussawalla was a visionary, who initiated Indian journal of Cancer in 1963. Indian Journal of Cancer is an indexed journal.

It gives me a great pleasure to inform you, that, with this issue, Indian Cancer Society and Indian Society of Oncology will jointly publish The Indian Journal of Cancer. Both managements to promote scientific papers of international quality through the journal mutually arrived at this decision. The percentage of submitted manuscripts and original articles from countries other than India have increased from 9% to 21% and 3% to 29% respectively in last year. Authors from fourteen countries including India have submitted these manuscripts and original articles.

We believe that with this joint venture, Indian Cancer Society and Indian Society of Oncology have ushered in era of collaboration.

Indian journal of Cancer is well poised to make significant contributions in the field of cancer. It is you readers and contributors, who can make this possible. It is my earnest request to you to provide scientific papers that are original in oncology research. This will enable the journal to be at the forefront of advances in oncology.
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